At Bottisham Village College, we are striving to create a five-year curriculum plan that builds effective revision
strategies into homework and lessons, to ensure that students are able to place powerful knowledge into their longterm memories. Additionally, we hope that this will help build effective learning strategies from early in their time
here at the college.
Based on evidence, we know that regular recall activities are the best way of achieving this goal and committing
powerful knowledge into the students’ memories.
At the start of each term, we shall publish all the knowledge organisers that students will require for their studies in
each curriculum area. These will cover a range of aspects: facts, dates, characters, quotes, precise definitions and
important vocabulary. We are clear: if this fundamental knowledge is secured, students can then develop their
higher-level skills of analysis and critical understanding with greater depth.
They will be given an electronic A4 Knowledge Organiser (KO) booklet for each term containing all of the knowledge
required. In lessons, Bottisham staff will be regularly testing this fundamental knowledge, using short-quizzes or
even more formal “Faculty Knowledge Tests”.
The best way to use these organisers at home, is to follow a simple mantra:
1. Look at a certain aspects of a particular knowledge organiser
2. Cover up part of their knowledge organiser
3. Write it out from memory
4. Check and correct any spelling mistakes, missing bits or
mistakes
So simple but so effective.

Pre-production is about planning the production
of the media product. If done well, it make the
production process quicker and easier, and
creates a better product. You will learn about pre
-production documents including mood boards,
mind maps, visualisation diagrams, storyboards
and scripts. If these are detailed and created to a
good standard, you will know exactly what you
need to do and when in the production stages.
This is a core unit that creates a foundation for
every other unit in the qualification; the skills you
learn will be used many times over.

Mood board: a collection of material that will
give a ‘feel’ for what is needed.

Images: from anything that is relevant
Exam command verbs:
Identify: your answer just states what is is.

Mind map/spider diagram: a way of organising
ideas based around a central theme (node).
Visualisation diagram: a plan to show how a
finished item might look.

Books:
Creative iMedia L1/2 Pre-production skills and
Creating digital graphics ISBN 978-1-4718-8668-3

Describe: your answer must include some
characteristics in addition to stating what is is.
You could use words to express an overall
concept, idea of need so that it is clear for the
reader/listener.
Explain: your answer must include comments on
the purposes and reasons for statement; state
what and why.
Discuss: your answer must give both sides of the
argument.

Creative iMedia ISBN 978-1-5104-5704-5720-1

Evaluate: you must apply your knowledge and
understanding in order to arrive at an overall
judgement that takes into account a number of
different factors.

Online Resources:
There are lots of online help to extend
understanding outside the class eg
Revision Practise: https://www.carter.poole.sch.uk/
Portals/0/Library/PDF/Curriculum%20Pages/iMedia/
Creative%20iMedia%20Booklet.pdf?ver=2019-02-04121905-770

Scripts: a document used to identify location,
scene, stage directions and dialogue of a
production.

Storyboard: an illustration of a sequence of
moving images.

Justify: you must give reasons to support your
choice or statement.

Why digital graphics are used:
To entertain, advertise, promote, inform, and/or
educate.

How digital graphics are used:
Print publishing (magazines, leaflets, newspapers,
books, posters)
Advertising (print and digital graphic file formats)
Websites (banners, navigation buttons and image
-based content)

Presentation (title slides and eye-catching
graphics to maintain audience interest)
Games (game box covers and still images).
Legislation in digital graphics production:

Books:
Creative iMedia L1/2 Pre-production skills and
Creating digital graphics ISBN 978-1-4718-8668-3
Creative iMedia ISBN 978-1-5104-5704-5720-1
Online Resources:
There are lots of online help to extend
understanding outside the class.

To assess your knowledge and skills a 10 hour
(approx.) assignment will simulate being given a
project by a client in a work situation.
Task 1: You will be asked to research and
explore the purposes and uses of digital
graphics. Task 2: You will develop your own
interpretation of a client brief and then
consider what assets you need , how long it will
take and what your intended graphic will look
like. It is important to think about what you
need to produce before you start to create it.
Task 3: You will create the digital graphic that
you have planned. It should demonstrate a
range of tools and techniques in your chosen
image-editing software application. You will
then need to save/export your graphic in two
different formats, one for print and one for web
use.
Task 4: You will review your final work by
writing about overall quality, fitness for purpose
and any areas for improvement. This is a
vocational qualification, it is important to check
suitability before submitting it to the client.

Client brief: what is actually required by the
client.
Target audience: who the end product is going to
be used by. Categorised by age, gender, location,
and ethnicity.
Assets: photographs, scanned images, library
images, graphics, logos, and text information that
are used as part of the digital graphic.

Work plan: structured list of all the tasks and
associated activities, with a timescale.
Types of digital graphics: bitmap/raster images,
vector graphics.
Properties of digital graphics: pixel dimensions,
DPI resolution, compression settings.
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